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Abstract: The classification of semi-parallel surfaces in Euclidean space (by Deprez 1985) and in Riemannian 
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1. Introduction 

l.l.Lorentzianspacetimeforms. Let N,:(c) beaspaceform withds2 = -(w’)~-. . .- (cu’)~+ 

(u’+‘)~ + . . . + (con)2 of constant curvature c, Riemannian if s = 0 (or s = n) and pseudo- 

Riemannian if 0 < s -C n (see [23]). In particular, N;(c) is called the Lorentzian spacetime form, 
having in mind the interpretation in the general relativity (see [S]). The standard models [23,8] 
are (for s = 0, or s = 1, or 0 < s < n, respectively) 

c = 0 Euclidean space E”, or Minkowski spacetime Ey, or pseudo-Euclidean space E,:, 

c > 0 hypersphere P(r) c E”+l, r = (A)-‘, or de Sitter spacetime of the 1st kind S;(r) c 

E ;+I, or S,r (r) c E,:” (the latter two as hyperspheres of real radius Y = (A)-’ ), 
c < 0 hyperbolic H”(r) c Ey+‘, or de Sitter spacetime of the 2nd kind (anti-de Sitter space- 

time [2, 211) H;(r) c Ezfl, or H,:(r) c Efz”,+: (as hyperspheres of imaginary radius 

ir = (J$‘). 

1.2. Semi-parallel submanifolds. Let My” be a submanifold in N,“(c) with ds& = -(uL)~ - 

. . - (cop + <ug+’ y + . . . + (cL$,)~. Such A4J’ is said to beparallel if its second fundamental 
form h satisfies Vh = 0 (i.e., is parallel with respect to the van der Waerden-Bortolotti connection 
0 = V @ 0’) and semi-parallel if the integrability condition i? o h = 0 of Oh = 0 is satisfied 

(where i? is the curvature operator of 7). 

A complete parallel submanifold My” in N,:(c) is a symmetric orbit in the sense that Mf is 

symmetric with respect to every its normal subspace and is an orbit of some Lie group acting in 
N,:(c) by isometries (see [7,18] for s = 0 and [15,2] for 0 -C s < n). 
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A semi-parallel submanifold Mr in N.;(c) is a 2nd order envelope of symmetric orbits j@ in 
N,“(c) (for s = 0 see [ 111, where “semi-symmetric” is used as a synonym of “semi-parallel”; the 

generalization to the case 0 -C s < IZ is obvious). 

1.3. Semi-parallel surfaces, Riemannian case. The notion of a semi-parallel submanifold is 

introduced in [5], where also all semi-parallel surfaces M2 in Euclidean spaces (i.e., for c = 0) 

are completely classified; recently this classification is extended to the case of c # 0 in [14,1]. 

Theorem A (Deprez [5], Mercuri [ 141). Let M2 be a semi-parallel surf&e in N”(c). There exists 

an open and dense part U of M2 such that the connected components of U are of the following 

types: 

(i) open parts of totally umbilical N2(k) in N”(c), k = const 2 c (in particular, of totally 

geodesic N2(c), ifk = c), 

(ii) surfaces withjut 7 (i.e., locally Euclidean suqaces withjut normal connection V’), 

(iii) isotropic surfaces with nonjat V’ and with 1) H II2 = 3k - c, where k is the Gaussian 

curvature and H is the mean curvature vector: 

Here a surface M2 in Nn(c) is said to be isotropic if at every fixed point x E M2 for arbitrary 

unit tangent vector X E TIM2 the length of h(X, X) does not depend on X. 

The type (i) gives parallel surfaces, which are the parts of such symmetric orbits as spheres, 
horospheres etc. The other types give the 2nd order envelopes of symmetric orbits (see [ 111) and 
can be described as follows. A surface of (ii) has diagonalizable h and thus an orthogonal net 

of curvature lines, hence the surface is a 2nd order envelope of products of curvature circles (or 

horocycles or equidistant curves, if c < 0) of these lines. A surface of (iii) is a 2nd order envelope of 
Veronese surfaces. It is shown (see [ 1 l] if c = 0, and [l] if c # 0) that for n = 5 such an envelope 

is a single Veronese surface or its part and thus a parallel surface. In [ 14, Remark 41 a conjecture 

is formulated that this holds also for n > 5, however in [12,17] it is proved that this is not true. 

A Veronese surface in E5 belongs to a hypersphere S4 and is minimal here, i.e., its mean 
curvature vector H with respect to S4 vanishes. In [ 1, Proposition 3.61 it is shown that vice versa 

a minimal semi-parallel surface M2 in F(r) with nonflat normal connection V’-, thus n 2 4, 

turns out to be a Veronese surface or its part, hence parallel. In the proof the assertion (iii) of 
Theorem A is used together with a result from [3] that a minimal M2 in P(r) with constant 
Gaussian curvature k = ir’ is a part of a Veronese surface. Note that the following more general 
result (for a special case n = 4) is established in [9]: any minimal M2 with some constant k in 

S4(r) is a part of a Veronese surface. Recall also the well known fact that in N”(c) with c < 0 

the only minimal M2 with constant k are the totally geodesic surfaces, and then k = c. 

1.4. Results of the present paper. Here the semi-parallel surfaces MF (called time-like) in NY(c) 

(called Lorentzian spacetime forms) are investigated. The main result is as follows. 

Theorem B. Let Mf be a semi-parallel time-like sulfate in a Lorentzian spacetime form N;(c). 

There exists an open and dense part U of MT such that the connected components of U are of the 

following types: 

(i) open parts of totally umbilical NF (k) in N;(c) (in particular, of totally geodesic Nf (c)), 

(ii) surfaces withJut 7. 
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As one can see, there is no analogue to the type (iii) of Theorem A. It is compensated by the 

fact that the type (ii) is here much more rich than that of Theorem A. It is caused by the fact tha.t 

besides the principal case, when an adapted orthonormal frame field can be fixed on Mt with flat 
V’ by means of h (the principal field), there exists an exceptional case when this cannot be done. 
(In the situation of Theorem A, type (ii), such an exceptional case is not possible; here M* with 

flat V’ always carries a unique net of curvature lines.) 

Consequently, the type (ii) of Theorem B can be divided into several subcases. For every 

subcase also the corresponding parallel time-like surfaces are determined, the semi-parallel Mi’ 

of these subcases are their 2nd order envelopes, sometimes trivially. In particular, several parallel 

time-like surfaces with flat V’- lie minimally in their spacetime forms. On the other hand, all 

minimal semi-parallel time-like surfaces in N;(c) are found out. The results are formulated in 
two propositions of the last section. 

Note that before only some first steps were made in the classification of parallel and semi- 
parallel time-like surfaces in Lorentzian spacetime forms, concerning the parallel surfaces of low 

codimensions; they were made in the course of the study of parallel submanifolds with signature 

( 1, II - I) in N;(c) (see [ 131, where some interesting examples are given; also [21,2]). 
In the present paper a complete classification of all such surfaces is given. Among them the 

results on minimal surfaces can be of some interest for the geometrical string theory, impor- 

tant for the theoretical particle physics [6] and cosmology [22]. (Acknowledgement is given to 

Professor P. Kuusk, who indicated me these two excellent survey papers on strings.) 

2. Adapted frame bundle 

A frame bundle 0, (N,“(c)) of the orthonormal frames {x, el} in N,“(c) (I, ./ etc. run 1, . . . , n) 

is said to be reduced to a subbundle 0, (Mf, N,“(c)) of frames, adapted to a time-like surface 

Mf c N;(c), if ei E T,Mf, e, E TX’h/lf (i, j etc. run 1, 2 and CX, p etc. run 3, . . . , n) so that 

(pi, el) = -1, (ez, e2) = 1; of course (ei, e2) = 0, (ei, e,) = 0, (e,, es) = 8,~. In the general 
formulae for the frame bundle 01 (1; (c)), 

dx = elm’, de1 = -cxglpJ i- e,w:, glJ = (el, eJ), 

dw’ = coJ A IN;, dw; = -cglKcoK A wJ + wf A w;, 

dg,, = gKJ@; + &Km; 

(where the point x is identified with its radius vector in Ey, if c = 0, or in E;+‘, if c > 0, or 
in Ei+‘, if c < 0, in the last two cases having the origin in the centre of the standard model of 

N;‘(C)) then -gi 1 = g22 = 1, g12 = 0, gi, = 0, g,p = Sap, thus 01 = 0, 0: = W: (1 # I), 
W: = -w: (I # 1, J # l), and for the frames of O,(Mf, N/(c)) 

This, after exterior differentiation, due to Cartan’s lemma, gives W: = hp;mj, where hFi, the 

components of the second fundamental form h = e,h;w’oj, are symmetric with respect to i, j. 
Now a similar procedure leads to vh$ = hyi,pk, where vhFi = dh: - hziwf - hyp) + hfiw;l 

are the components of the covariant differential Ph of h and’hyik (= Vkhfi) are symmetric also 
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with respect to j, k (i.e., VkhG = Vjh$, the Peterson-Codazzi identities). The same hTik are the 

components of the third fundamental form vh = euh~pi’iWjcok of MF in N;(c). The next step 
gives 

where 

(2.1) 

are the curvature 2-forms, respectively, of V (with connection forms 0:) and of V’ (with con- 

nection forms 0:). Here the reduced coefficients at tik A d are the components of the curvature 

tensors (operators) R and R’ of V and VI, respectively. Together they give the curvature operator 
i? = R 03 RI of the van der Waerden-Bortolotti connection V = V $ V1. 

In particular, for a M: in N;(c), 

Q; = a; = 0, S$ = S-L?; = [c - ((hl,, hz2) - h:,)]w’ A w2, 

C2; = -[hy2(hf, + h$) - hf2(h:, + h;2)]w’ A 02, 

where hij = e,,hrj. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

If a{ = 0 or S2: = 0 or 0: = S2i = 0, the connections, V or V’ or V, respectively, are 

said to be flat. Note that for a M: in N;(c) the so called normal connection V’ is flat (i.e., Mt is 

normally flat) if and only if hll + h22 and hl2 are collinear; it follows obviously from (2.3). 

3. Reduction of adapted frame bundle 

3.1. Transformation formulae. In the adapted frame bundle Ot(M~, Nr(c)) the tangent part 

{ei , e2} of the frame at a point x E MF transforms according to 

el, = ~1 (q cash q~ + e2 sinh q), ei = q(et sinhq + e2coshq), 

where .s2 = &2 1 2 = 1. This leads to 

w1 = ~1 (o?’ cash q + w2’ sinh (p), o2 = EZ(O~’ sinh q + 02’ cash 40) 

and for h = hijm’wj 

h’,, =hitcosh2q+2h12sinhCpcoshq+h22sinh2q, 

hi2 = qc2[(hll + h&sinhqcoshp+ ht2(cosh2q +sinh2q)], 

h;,=hiisinh24p+2h12sinhqcoshgp+h22cosh2q. 

Denoting i(hll + h22) = A, h12 = B, i(-hll + h22) = H one has 

A’ = A cash 2~ + B sinh 2q, B’ = E~E~(A sinh29 + B cosh2q), H’ = H, 

thus the vector subspace of TX*Mf, spanned by A and B, is invariant and H is an invariant vector 
(the mean curvature vector of Mf). Further 

(A’, B’) = .st~[(A, B) cosh4q + ;(A2 + B2) sinh4q]. 
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Since span{A, B} lies in a Euclidean vector space, normal to Mf in NY(c), it holds (A, B)* :: 

A” . B*. For any two real numbers a and b from (a2 - b*)* 3 0 it follows 4a2b2 < (a* + b*):!, 

thus (A, B)* 6 $(A* + B2)2. Here the equality is equivalent to A = EB, E = fl. Indeed, it is 

trivial if A = 0 or B = 0 because then both parts of the equivalence give A = B = 0. If A # 0, 

B # 0 then the equality (i.e., instead of < stands =) yields that for I/A I(* . II B II-* = h there holds 
cos* w = 4 (h + )L-’ + 2) and this gives that h* - 2(2 cos* cr - 1)h + I = 0 has a real root; thus 

cos cx = f 1 and h = 1. The converse is obvious. 

3.2. Principal case. In general A # rB and there exists (00 such that (A’, B’) = 0: this cpo is a 

root of tanh* 4~ = 4(A, B)*(A* + B*)-* < 1. The corresponding basis {e;, e;} is determined 

up to redirecting its vectors. Let this transformation be already done, i.e., let in the considered 
principal case further (A, B) = 0. 

In general A jj B and H # span{A, B}. (Here and further H and 11 mean, correspondingly, 
“non-collinear” and “collinear”.) The first three basic vectors in T,Mt can be taken so that 

A = i(hl~ + h22) = aq, B = I212 = bed, H = i(-hll + h22) = ace3 + Be4 + yes, where 
a > 0, b > 0, and then 

~II = (a - ale3 - Be4 - yes, h12 = be4, h22 = (a + a>e3 + /3e4 + yes. (3.1‘1 

The same with y = 0 holds if A # B and H E span{A, B}. 

If A II B, A # EB then due to (A, B) = 0 either A = $(hll + h2*) = 0, B # 0 or A # 0.. 
B = h,* = 0. 

In the first case, if H ti B, then es and e4 can be taken so that B = h12 = be3, H = 

$(-h, i + h22) = Be3 + ye4 and thus 

hll = -Be3 - ye4, h12 = be3, h = Be3 + ye4, b > 0; (3.2) 

this can be considered as a particular limit case of (3.1) for a = u = 0, if the indices of es and e4 
are increased by 1. The first case with H II B corresponds to y = 0. 

In the second case, if H .jj A one can obtain A = i (hll + hz2) = aeg, H = czeg + ye4; this 
is a particular limit case of (3.1) for a > 0, b = /3 = 0, if e4 is replaced with es. The second case 
with H 1) A corresponds to y = 0. 

Hence (3.1) includes all possibilities of this principal case A # E B (after some renumbering, 
if needed). 

3.3. Exceptional case. This is a case when A = FB and thus A’ = FE~E~B’ for every rp. One 
can obtain A’ = B’; let this be already done, i.e., let A = B. 

IfA = B #OandH d B,thenesandeecanbetakensothatH = i(-hll+h22) =cxe3+pe4, 
A = B = i(hll + h22) = hl2 = bed, b > 0, thus 

hll = --a+ + (b - Bh, h12 = bed, h22 = ae3 + (b + Ph. (3.3) 

If A = B # 0 and H 11 B then here CY = 0 (and it is suitable to replace e4 with es). 
The subcase A = B = 0, H # 0 can be included into (3.3) as a limit case by b = ,13 = 0 and 

the subcase A = B = H = 0 into the latter by a! = 0 (then hij = 0). 
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4. Proof of Theorem B 

4.1. Preliminaries. In the framework of Section 2 the condition vh = 0 for the parallel surfaces 
Mf in N;(c) is vhFj = 0, i.e., htk = 0. From (2.1) it follows that then 

(4.1) 

This characterizes the semi-parallel surfaces; its short operator form is R . h = 0. 

A trivial consequence is that a Mt in N;(c) with flat V (i.e., with R = 0 or, equivalently, with 

sz{ = SJt = 0) is semi-parallel. 

Further let U be an open and dense part of M:, so that on every its connected component one 
of the cases or subcases of the previous section holds identically. The following considerations 

are made on one of these components, denoted often simply by Mf . 

4.2. Proof for principal case. In this case (3.1) yields 

0; = (a-a)w’, 6~‘: = -,%o’ + bm2, Co;=--ywl, q -0, Q- (4.2) 

w: = (a + a)o*, w; = bo’ + /902, 0; = yo2, we = 0 2 ’ (4.3) 

(Q, o etc. run 6, . . . , n). Hence in (2.2) and (2.3) Rf = (c - a2 + b2 + H2)01 A co2, H2 = 

ct2 + p2 + y2, Szi = -0: = 2abw’ A 02, all other 1;2; are zero, and semi-parallelity conditions 
(4.1) reduce to 

ah/l = 0, 

2a(c - a2 + 2b2 + H2) = 0, 

2b(c - 2a2 + b2 + aa + H2) = 0, 

2b(c - 2u2 + b2 - aczz + H2) = 0. 

The last two imply aba! = 0. Here ab # 0 is impossible because then o! = j3 = 0, c - a2 + 

2b2 + y2 = c - 2a2 + b2 + y2 = 0, but this leads to a contradiction a2 + b2 = 0. If a > 0, 

b = 0 or a = 0, b z=- 0 then Qi = C2: = 0, i.e., V is flat. 

4.3. Proof for exceptional case. Then (3.3) yields 

0; = -cd, w’: = (b - jF?)o’ + bm2, Wf = 0, 

w; = cm2, w; = bw’ + (b + j3)w2, co; = 0, 

(<, q etc. run 5, . . . , n); hence Qf = (c + a2 + /3’)0’ A w2, G$ = 0, all other Szi = 0, thus VI 
is flat. Now (4.1) reduce to b(c + a2 + /J2) = 0. 

Ifb > 0,herec+cx2+p2 = 0 and V is also flat, i.e., V is flat. 
In the limit case b = 0 one can make /I = 0 and hll = -(.yeg, h22 = cxe3, h12 = 0. By a # 0 

M: is totally umbilic, by a! = 0 totally geodesic. 
All this proves Theorem B. 
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5. Existence and geometry of semi-parallel surfaces iblf in N;(c) 

5.1. Type (i). Here of = -c~&, co; = CY.W~, all other OF are zero.‘By exterior differentiation one 
obtains dc~ A W’ = & A w2 = 0, thus da! = 0. If a! # 0, then for y = x + es/a! it follows 

Jy = 0. 

Let c = 0. The point with radius vector y in E; is fixed, as well as a EF, spanned by this point 
and vectors q, e2, e3. Thus Mf is a sphere S:(r) with real radius r = a-’ in E: c Ey, or its 

open part. In this case Mt is parallel, has nonflat V with constant curvature and flat VI, and if 

complete, it is an orbit of a 3-parametric group of isometries of Ef with a fixed point y. If a! = 0 

then A4; is a plane Et or its part. 
Let c # 0. The point with radius vector y in Erfl or Ei+’ is fixed, as well as Ef or E:, 

spanned by this point and vectors X, er, e2, es. This Ef or Ei intersects, correspondingly, sy(r:~ 

or H;(r), and similar conclusions as above can be made; the details are left to the reader, 

5.2. Type (ii), principal case. Here the existence of semi-parallel non-parallel A4: will be estab- 
lished and then the corresponding parallel time-like surfaces found, whose 2nd order envelope is. 
Mf. For this purpose the compatibility of the Pfaff system (4.2) (4.3) is to be considered for two 

cases of Section 4.2. The results will be summarized below in Section 7.1, Proposition C. 

Subcase (iii). Existence. Let a = 0, b > 0. Then it can be madea, = Oand c+b2+/12+y2= 0; 

thus such an MF can exist only for c i: 0, i.e., in a de Sitter space-time of the 2nd kind H;(r) 

and is determined, due to (3.2) by the Pfaff system 

a;7 = -j3w’ + bo2, 4 o, = -YW’, Lo: =o, 

3 
w2 = bw’ + /3w2, w; = yw2, m; = 0 

(<, q etc. run 5, . . . , n). Exterior differentiation leads to 

(dp + 2bw; - yw;) A o’ - db A w2 = 0, 

db A w1 + (d/3 - 2bwf - yo;) A co2 = 0, 

(d y + /%I$ A CL? - bw; A co2 = 0, 

bw; A co’ + (d y + /h;) A m2 = 0, 

(/%o: + yw,‘) A a+ - bwi A co2 = 0, 

bw; A cd + (,%a; + ywi) A co* = 0, 

where db = -b-l (pdf? + ydy). Due to Cartan’s lemma 

d/3 + 2bof - yo; = So’ + Tm2, 

-db = Tw’ + Uw2, 

-db + 2bw: + yw; = Uo’ + Vw2, 

dy + /30; = Pw’ + Qw2, PO: + yoj = xCw’ + YL2, 

-bw; = Qw’ - Po2, -bw: = Yew’ - xco2. 
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The basis of left sides consists of d/3, dy, wf, wl, w:, oj, the rank st of the polar system is 
4+2(n-4) = 2(n - 2). Among the 6 first coefficients on the right sides there exist 2 independent 

relations, which follow from the expression of db, thus the number of all independent coefficients 

is the same st = 2(n - 2). Cartan’s criterion is satisfied, this Pfaff system is compatible and 

determines MT in H;(r) with arbitrariness of 2(n - 2) real functions of 1 argument. 

Subcase (ii,). Geometry First consider the corresponding parallel time-like surface. Then the 
coefficients on the right hand side, as components of hGk, are zero. The Pfaff system for this 
surface consists of the previous equations and of the new ones, 

d/? = dy = db = wf = 0; = 0: = 0; = 0. 

This extended system is completely integrable. 
Since dw’ = 0, dco2 = 0, at least locally w1 = du’, w2 = du2 and for this parallel surface 

dx = el du’ + e2du2, 

de 1 = (cx - yed) du’ + (-/3 du’ + b du2)e3, 

de;! = -(cx - yed) du2 + (b du’ - ,Y du2)e3, 

d(cx - yed) = (c + y2)dx, 

de3 = (-j3 du’ + b du2)el - (b du’ + /3 du2)e2. 

It is seen that this surface lies in an E; spanned by the point x and mutually orthogonal vectors 

ei, e2, cx - ye4, es, two of which are time-like, since e: = - 1, (cx - ye4)2 = -(b2 + /f12) < 0, 

two others are space-like. The ut- and u2-lines are orthogonal geodesics of this surface. 
The point z E Ei with radius vector z = x - (c + y2)-‘(cx - ye4) is fixed for the surface, 

since dz = 0. The distance between x and z is, due to (x - z)~ = -(b2 + p2)-‘, an imaginary 

constant 7 = i (b2 +fi2)-i. Hence this parallel surface belongs to an H:(Y) c E;. Note, that in the 

formulae above cn - ye4 = E, where C = y-2 and ? = x -z. The asymptotic lines of the surface, 
with respect to the projective structure in Hf (3, are determined by du’ (-j3 du’ + b du2) + 

du2(b du’ + /I du2) = 0 or 

[(b - d=) du’ + j3 du’l[(b + ,/G) du’ + p du2] = 0. 

The tangent vectors of these lines are 

ZI = BeI - (b - JG)e2, z2 = --Pa + (b + JG)e2 

and they are linearly independent iff #I # 0. For these vectors 

d& = Z[p du’ + (b - d-) du2] 

+ eq/G[(b - ,/G)du’ + Bdu2], 

dZ2 = -+3 du’ + (b + ,/G) du2] 
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OnthefirstlinedZ=#?-‘&du’,dZr =-B-‘~.~~du’,onthesecondlinedxU=B-’~~;du’, 
d& = -/?-‘3. Zdu’, where Z$ = 2b(b - Jw) < 0, 3 = 2b(b + /w) > 0. 
It is seen that these asymptotic lines are geodesics of HT(?‘), i.e., the straight lines of the projective 
structure of Hrs(q; hence the considered parallel surface is projectively a quadric, but from the 

point of view of the metric in HT(q it is an orbit of a 2-parametric subgroup of isometries of 

H:(7). 
The limit case, when p = 0 and the parallel surface in H:(F) is a minimal surface of H:(F), 

is considered further in Section 6. 

Independently from B the semi-parallel Mf in H,“(r) of the subcase (ii, ) is a 2nd order envelope 

of these parallel surfaces. 

Subcase(ii2). Existence. Leta > 0, b = O.Thenitcanbemadep = Oandc-a2+a2+y2 = 0. 
This semi-parallel Mf can exist in N;(c) by every value of c and is determined by the Pfaff system 

0; = (a - cz)J, w;‘= -yo’, 0J: = 0, 

w; = (a + a)w2, w; = yw2, WC = 0 2 . 

Similar differential prolongation as above leads to 

d(a - U) + yw; = SW’ + To*, 

-2awf = Tw’ + Uw2, 

d(a + a) - yw$ = Uw’ + Vw2, 

dy-(a-a)w;=Pw’, dy + (a + 4~; = Qo2, 

(a - cX)of - J/W: = XW, (a +cr)wj + yCf$ = YCW2 

and the result is the same: Mf in N,R (c) exists with the arbitrariness of 2(n - 2) real functions of 

one argument. 
Subcase (ii*). Geometry. For the corresponding parallel surface the equations da = da! = 

dy = CM: = 0; = 05 = oi = 0 are to be added. The extended system is completely integrable 

and yields 

dx = el du’ + e2 du2, 

de1 = [uej + (cx - H)]du’, d[aej + (cx - H)] = 2a(a - cr)el du’, 

de2 = [ue3 - (cx - H)]du*, d[aej - (cx - H)] = -2a(a + cz)ez du2. 

The vectors in square brackets are orthogonal due to a2 - (c + A!*) = 0, thus in general this 
parallel surface lies in a Ef, Ef 1 or E$, spanned by x and the mutually orthogonal vectors e r , e2, 
e3, cx - ye4, and in the case of @ or Ei is a product of two plane lines of constant curvature. Here 
(cx- ye4)2 = c+y2 = a2-a2can bepositive, zeroornegativeandd(cx-ye4) = (c+Y2) dx. 

If c + y2 # 0, the point z with radius vector z = x - (c + y2)-’ (cx - ye4) in Ef or Et is 

a fixed point, since dz = 0. The distance between x and z, is due to (x - z)~ = (c + y2)-‘, a 
constant 7, real for Ef and imaginary for Ei. Hence this parallel surface belongs to an S:(F) c Ef 
or an H:(F) c Ei. 

If c + y2 = 0 then cy2 = a2 and d(cx - ye4) = 0. Let, for example a! = a; then de1 = 

(cx - ye4) du’, de2 = [-( cx - ye4) + 2ae3] du2. The lines u2 = const on the parallel surface 
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have dx/du’ = et, d2~/(d~1)2 = ki = const (= cx - yed), thus x = iki (u’)~ + k2~’ + k3 

and they are congruent parabolas which differ only by translations: The lines c(’ = const are due 

to d[- (cx - yea) + 2aes] = -4a2e2 du2 the congruent circles of the curvature 2a on the parallel 

planes E2, spanned by x, e2 and -(cx - yed) + 2aes. Hence the parallel surface is a translation 

surface of a parabola on Ef 1 and a circle on E2 with totally orthogonal Ef’, I and E2 in E;‘, i . 

The semi-parallel A4: of’this subcase (ii2) is a 2nd order envelope of these parallel product- or 

translation surfaces. Its h is diagonalizable, thus it has a set of curvature lines, enveloped by the 

generating plane lines of these parallel surfaces. 

5.3. Type (ii), exceptional case. This is the case of Section 4.3 for b # 0, c + a2 + /112 = 0. The 
corresponding Mf can exist only if c < 0, i.e., S?(r) is excluded. 

The Pfaff system in Section 4.3 gives, after exterior differentiation and some rearrangement, 

(da - /!?w;) A (w’ + 02) = 0, 

(d/3 + cw;) A (w’ + w2> = 0, 

(da - Pm;) A (w 
1 

- 02) + 2bo; A (ol + w2) = 0, 

(dS + cw.$) A (w’ - w2) - 2(db - 2bw:) A (ol + 02) = 0, 

(CXW: + /%I$) A (w’ + w2) = 0, 

(cm: + /%I& A (w’ - 02) - 2bo; A (w’ + 02) = 0, 

where czr(da! - /lo:) + /3(d/3 + wo$ = 0, due to c + a2 + p2 = 0. 
Subcase (ii~). Existence. Let c@ # 0. Then c < 0. The basic forms are & ’ = co1 + w2, 

$ 2 = co1 - co2 and a basis of secondary forms consists of da, wi, db - 2bwf, w: and w:. The 

rank of the polar system is si = 3 + 2(n - 4) = 2n - 5. Due to the Cartan’s lemma 

da-/?+ P&l, 

2bo+Q;‘+PL;2, 

2/!?(db-2bof)=S;1+crP&2, 

cro~+/3o&=xw, 

2bwi = Yc ; ’ - X’ LT) 2. 

The number of independent coefficients on the right hand sides is the same 2n - 5. Cartan’s 

criterion is satisfied, this Pfaff system is compatible and determines the considered Mt in H/(r) 

with arbitrariness of 2n - 5 real functions of 1 argument. 

Subcase (ii3). Geometry. Due to the system of Section 4.3 for A4: 

dx = elo? + e2w2, 

de1 = cxw’ + ezw: - ae+? + eJ[(b - B)w’ + bw2], 

de2 = -cxw2 + elof + a!e+02 + eJ[bw’ + (b + B)w2], 

thus the lines with w2 = -wl on Mf are light-like straight lines, because for them dx = 

(el - e&o’, d(ei - e2) = -(ei - e,)of, (ei - e2)2 = 0. Hence Mf is a ruled surface with 
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light-like generators in E;+’ and lies in H;f (r) c E,“+‘. For the corresponding parallel surface 
the following equations are to be added: 

cla = d/I = co; = db - 2bo; = co; = co: = 0. 

So the extended system is completely integrable. 

This parallel surface belongs to E; spanned by x and mutually orthogonal vectors el, e?, 

C.Y - (Yes, ed with ef = -1, ei = ej = I, (cs - aes)2 = c + czz = -p2 < 0. Moreover., 

d(cx - ae2) = (c + a2) dx = -p2 dx. 

The point z with radius vector z = x + b-2(c~ - cues) is a fixed point for this parallel surface 

in the constant imaginary distance i lpl-’ from X. Hence the surface lies on H:(f). 
Its asymptotic lines with respect to the projective structure in H:(r) are determined by 

h,iWiW’ = 0, i.e., by 

(w’ + w2)[(b - ,6)w’ + (b + ,6)w21 = 0. 

One family consists of light-like straight lines, considered above. A line of the other family has 

the tangent vector (b + /?)el - (b - B) e2 with scalar square -2pb and with 

d[(b + fi)el - (b - /+a1 = -B2(x - zY3 + [(b + B>el - (b - B>edw:, 

hence these lines are geodesics of His(r), i.e., the straight lines of the projective structure 01 

Hf (r), and the considered parallel surface is projectively a quadric. 
The semi-parallel MF in E; or H;(r) of the subcase (iis) is a 2nd order envelope of these 

parallel surfaces. 
Subcase (i&). Let (Y = 0, B # 0. Then c + a2 + p2 = 0 gives p2 = --c = const. In (3.3) 

there is suitable to replace e4 by es and thus the corresponding Pfaff system is 

W; = (b - B)w’ + bw2, CJ =o 1 , 

w; = bw* + (b + j3)w2, w; = 0, 

(5 runs 4, . . . , n). Exterior differentiation gives now 

(db - 2bw;) A (w’ + w2) = 0, w; A w; = 0, co: A w; = 0, 

hence db - 2bwf = P(w’ + w2), CM: = 0, because W: and W: are linearly independent since 
(b - B)(b + j!) - b2 = -/I?~ # 0. The next step gives (dP - 3Pwf) A (w’ + w2) = 0. All this 

shows that in this subcase the semi-parallel surfaces MF with flat 0 exist with arbitrariness of 1 

real function of 1 argument and every of them lies in an H:(r) c Ei, where Ei is spanned by 

the point x and vectors ei, e2, cx, e3. 

The geometry of the corresponding parallel surface is the same as for the parallel surface of 
the subcase (iis). 

The semi-parallel Mf of subcase (iid) in His(r) is a 2nd order envelope of the parallel quadrics, 
every of which has two families of straight generators, one of them consisting of light-like straight 
lines. This Mt, like in the case (iis), is a ruled surface with light-like generators. 

Subcase (iis). Existence. Let cr # 0, B = 0. Then c + cr2 = 0, thus c = -_(y2 -C 0 and da! = 0. 

The system in Section 4.3 reduces to 0: = -CYO’ , w: = aw2, w;’ = o$ = b(w’ + 02) and after 
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exterior differentiation gives 

* 1 co;/\ w = 0, 2(db - 2bwf)/\ & I *2 
- ~W;A w = 0, 

* 1 o$w =o, 2bo+&1-czlw:r\&2=0, 

where & ’ = 0’ + w2, & 2 = co1 - m2. A basis of secondary forms consists of ~5, db - 2bw:, 
0: and o$ and the rank of the polar system is si = 2 + 2(n - 4) = 2(n - 3). Due to Cartan’s 
lemma o; = Q& ‘, 2(db - 2bof) = U& ’ - aQ; 2, a~! = Xc& ‘, 2boi = Yc& ’ - Xc& 2; 

here the number of coefficients is the same 2(n - 3). The considered Mf in H,“(r) exists with 
the arbitrariness of 2(n - 3) real functions of 1 argument. 

Subcase (iis). Geometry. Here the first part is the same as in subcase (iis). The one difference 
is that now among the mutually orthogonal vectors ei, e2, e4, cx - ae3 the latter is light-like. Thus 

the corresponding parallel surface lies is a semi-euclidean space Et 1 and for it d (cx - (zre3) = 0. 
This parallel surface is a ruled surface with light-like generators: which is an algebraic surface 

of Et I (see below Section 7, Remark 1) but not a quadric. 
The semi-parallel Mf of the considered subcase (iis) is a 2nd order envelope of these algebraic 

ruled parallel surfaces and is a ruled surface in H/(Y) with light-like generators. 

6. Minimal semi-parallel AIt in N,“(c) 

6.1. Exceptional case. Let here Mf be of type (i); then it is minimal iff this Mf is a totally 

geodesic surface. 
For type (ii) in exceptional case one more subcase (iie) is to be considered, when o = j3 = 0 

and thus c = 0, i.e., when Mf is a minimal surface of E;. Then the Pfaff system is the same 

as by (iid), but with ,!I = 0, i.e., now wf = W; = b(o’ + w2), wf = o$ = 0. After exterior 

differentiation it gives 

(db - 2bo;) A (w’ + w2) = 0, a: A (w’ + w2) = 0. 

This minimal Mf in E;I exists with arbitrariness of 12 - 2 real functions of 1 argument. For this MF 

dx = elwl + ep2, de1 = e,w: + be3(w1 + 02), 

de2 = elw; + bes(w’ + w2), de3 = b(el - eT)(o’ + w2), 

thus d (el - e2) = -(el -e&o:. It follows, that this minimal MF in Ef is a cylinder with light-like 
generators in the direction of ei - e2. 

Here, recall, SY$ = 0, i.e., do: = 0. Hence at least locally wf 
ther, d(e* C?J ‘) = 0, d(e-* & 2, = 0, where & ’ = w1+&2= 

= dh on this Mt. Fur- 

co1 - co2 and at least locally 
eh & ’ = du, e-’ & 2 = dv. Denoting ie-*(ei + e2) = e;, ie*(ei - e2) = ez, one obtains 

dx = e;du + eidv, de; = boqdu, de,* = 0, 

where bo = e -“b It is seen that v-lines are the light-like generators of this cylinder Mt, but . 

u-lines are its light-like geodesics. 

For the corresponding parallel surface db - 2bu: = 0, w: = 0. Thus this surface lies in a Ef 
and on it dbo = 0. The system above can be now integrated. Namely, ez = ax/au is a constant 
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vector pa, thus x = pov + q(u). Further, eT = ax/au =q and 4= ae;/au = boe3. Since no& 

de3 = 2boPodu, SO 9= 2bipo and q = ibipou3 + $plu2 + pzu + p3. Consequently 

x = po(u + $oU3) + ;p,u* + pzu + y3. 

The line, determined by u + ibou’ = 0 on this minimal parallel cylinder, is a parabola. Thus this. 
cylinder with light-like generators in Ef is errected on a parabola. 

The minimal semi-symmetric cylindrical Mf of this subcase (iie) is a 2nd order envelope of’ 
these parabolic cylinders. 

6.2. Principal case. Here two subcases (iii) and (ii2) are to be considered. It turns out that in 

both these subcases minimal semi-parallel A.4: in N;‘(c) exist and are parallel surfaces in H;(Y) 

and Sf (r), respectively. 
For the subcase (ii*) the condition H = 0 implies j3 = y = 0, b = fi and then T = U = 

P = Q = Xc = Y’ = 0. The first two give 2bo: = SW’ = Vw2, thus w: = 0; the other yield 

WY = wi = 0. As the result dx = elw’ + e202, de, = cxw’ + be3w2, de2 = -cxw2 + beyw’. 

de3 = b(elw2 -ezwl). Due to b2 = -c this Pfaff system is completely integrable and determines, 

up to congruence, a minimal parallel Mt in Zff (r). This Mf is an orbit of the group 0 (2) x 0’ (2) 

and carries an orthogonal net of geodesic lines of H:(r) (i.e., straight lines in the inner geometry 
of H:(r); one family is determined by w2 = 0, the other by w’ = 0). Hence Mf is a quadric. 

This is the particular case of (ii,), namely the case of the parallel surface with p = 0 (see 

Section 5, Subcase (ii,), Geometry). 
For the subcase (ii2) the condition H = 0 implies a! = y = 0, a = fi and then S = 

7’ = U = V = 0, thus wt = 0; further sot = -PO’ = Qw2, aw: = XC,’ = Ytm2, hence 

P = Q = Xc = Yc = Oandw: = w: = O.Asaresultdx = elw’+e2w2,del = cxw’+ae3wi. 

de2 = -cxw2 + aejo.?, de3 = a(elw’ - e2w2). Due to a2 = c this Pfaff system is completely 

integrable and determines, up to congruence, a minimal parallel Mf in SF(r). This A4; is an orbit 

of the group 0’ (2) x O(2) and carries an orthogonal net of its geodesic curvature lines, which 
in the inner geometry of S:(r) are the plane lines of constant curvature; one family is determined 

by w2 = 0, the other by w1 = 0. 

7. Propositions and concluding remarks 

7.1. Surfaces with flat v. The results of Section 5, concerning the non-minimal surfaces Mf of 
Theorem B, type (ii), i.e., non-minimal surfaces M: with flat 0 in N;(c), can be summarized 

now as follows. 

Proposition C. Let A4: be a non-minimal time-like sur&ace withjut 0 in a Lorentzian spacetimr 

.form N;(c). There exists an open and dense part U of Mf such that every connected component 

of U is of one of the following types. 

(ii,) A 2nd order envelope in H/‘(r) of parallel suqaces, every of which is projectively a 

ruled quadric in some H:(F), whose one family of generators consists of time-like, the other oj 

space-like geodesics of Hf (3. 

(ii2)’ A 2nd order envelope in E; or S;(r) of parallel sueaces, every of which lies in a SF (;T) c 

Ef and is in Ef a product of two plane lines of constant curvature, one time- and the other 
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space-like (i.e., the latter is a circle in a E*). 

(ii*)” A 2nd order envelope in H;(r) of parallel sueaces, every of which either lies in a 

Sf(q C Ef or in a Hf(;2, c Ei and is in Ef or E$ a product of two plane lines of constant 

curvature, one time- and other space-like, or lies in a Ef I and is a translation surface of a time- 

’ like parabola with light-like diameters on a plane E:, I and of a circle on a plane E*, orthogonal 

to this Ef ,. 

(iis) & (ii4) A 2nd order envelope in Hr (r) of parallel suqaces, every of which is projectively 

a ruled quadric in some H: (3, whose one family of generators consists of light-like, the other of 

time- or space-like geodesics of H: (3. This envelope is a part of a ruled surface with light-like 

generators (straight lines of E,“+’ , lying in H;(r)). 

(iis) A 2nd order envelope in H/(r) of parallel sur&aces, every of which ties in a E;‘*, and is 

a certain ruled algebraic non-quadric St.&ace with light-like generators (see Remark 1 below). 

This envelope is a part of a ruled sur$ace with generating light-like straight lines of E;+‘. 

Remark 1. Note that Theorem B, type (i), and Proposition C together list also all cases for semi- 

parallel time-like surfaces in Lorentzian space forms N,“(c), except the minimal ones, considered 
separately in Section 6. Some of them (e.g., lying in Ef,,) were determined previously in [ 131. 

The only assertion, which is not proved above, concerns the parallel surface of the last subcase 

(iis). It remains to show that it is an algebraic non-quadric surface and to determine this surface. 

This can be done if to integrate the system of the corresponding derivation equations, which in 

notation of Section 6.1 is as follows (see the system of these equations of subcase (iis), where 
now a2 = -c = const , B = 0 and for a parallel surface bo = e-*‘b = const ): 

dx = etdu +e,“dv, d(cx - ae3) = 0, 

de: = ~(CX - cze3) dv + boe4 du, de; = ~(CX - aeg) du, 

de4 = 2boe; du. 

It follows that e; = ax/au and ae;/av = 0; thus ax/au = y(u) andx = y(u)v +z(u). Further, 

ae;/au = $(CX - aes) and SO i3*e;/auau = 0. This gives Y= 0, consequently y = plu + p2, 

where PI and p2 are some constant vectors of E,“+‘. Similarly, e; = ax/au, &$/au = boe4, 

a*ef/auau = 2b&, hence Z= 2bt(plu + pz) and so 

x = (plu + p2)u + 2b;($plu4 + ;p2u3 + +p3u2 + p4u + ps), 

where ~3, p4 and p5 are some new constant vectors. 
Here the surface is contained in H;(r), thus (x, x) = c-l is satisfied identically with respect 

to u and v. This yields that the matrix of (p,, pp) ((p and I/J run 1, . . . ,5), is 

0 0 0 0 w 

0 0 o-x 0 

I 1 

0 0 X 0 0 ) 
o-x 0 0 0 

X 0 0 0 k 

where k = (4cb$-’ and N is a nonzero real number. The coordinates of x - 2bips with respect 

to the basis {PI, ~2, p3, p4) satisfy 4b& - (42 = 0, 4bg<, - 2{2{4 + C,’ = 0, thus this parallel 
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surface in Ef,, ( see Section 5.3, Subcase (iis). Geometry) is an algebraic surface, an intersection 

of two quadrics. 

7.2. Minimal semi-parallel surfaces. The results in Section 6 can be summarized as follows. 

Proposition D. Let Mf be a minimal semi-parallel time-like surface in a Lorentzian spacetime 

form N;(c). There exists an open and dense part U of MF such that every connected component 

of U is of one of the following types. 

(i)m’” A totally geodesic sur$ace. 

(ii 1 ),I” A ruled quadric in H:(r), whose generating net of geodesic lines of Hf (r) is orthogonal, 

or its open part. 

(ii2)mi” A sur_hace in S:(r), whose curvature lines are geodesics and have the same constant 

curvature (a product of these lines in E:). 

(ii6)mi” A cylinder in E; with light-like generators or its open part. 

These components are parallel, except (ii$‘in, which can be non-parallel; if parallel, every oj‘ 

the latter is a parabolic cylinder with light-like generators in EF. 

Remark 2. The fact, that a time-like surface with flat 0 in EF is minimal iff it is a cylinder with 

light-like generators, is proved in [ZO, Theorem 31 (see also [ 191, where among the ruled minimal 

time-like surfaces in E: the so called flat B-scrolls over light-like curves are considered; actually 
they give these cylinders.) Now this fact is generalized to the higher codimension, i.e., to the case 

of Ey. Also the corresponding parallel surfaces are determined (described in [13] as B-scrolls 

over the null (i.e., light-like) cubits; cf. above Section 6.1). 

Remark 3. The special study of some minimal time-like surfaces in Section 6 is motivated by the 

possible applications in the geometrical string theory. The minimal time-like surfaces, considered 

here, are simple models of strings, which play an important role in the theoretical particle physics 

[6] and cosmology [22]. 
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